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The first New South Wales wrappers were printed in March 1864 and they continued to be issued until
replaced by Commonwealth postal stationery in 1913. From 1864 until 1891 they were all at the 1d rate
and restricted for use as newspaper wrappers. In early 1891 the first ½d wrapper was issued and these
were valid for a range of Second Class mail items that included printed papers and commercial mail.
From 1864 until 1903 the wrappers were printed by the New South Wales Government Printer on
watermarked paper purchased from De La Rue in London in bound books of 500 sheets. Each sheet
was printed with eight stamp impressions in four rows of two and then guillotined to provide eight
wrappers. The size of individual wrappers throughout the period remained in the range of 113‐125mm
wide and a length of 282‐288 mm. Uncut sheets are known for all the issues prior to about 1880 and it is
likely that these were available for purchase from the Post Office and stamp vendors. After 1903 the
paper was sourced locally but the size of the wrappers remains within the same size range.
A detailed account of the wrappers is given in a separate document, `Wrappers New South Wales’,
this includes information of numbers printed, dates of issue, proofs, postal rates, additional
illustrations and a bibliography.
Dies
Two dies, illustrated in Figure 1, were used for the 1d Embossed Head wrappers in 1964/65 although the
small number of used and dated copies makes definitive comment difficult. Die 1 may be confined to
examples on wove paper and Die 2 to those on laid paper. The 1d Shield wrapper, issued in 1897,
initially with Die 1 was replaced by Die 2 in late 1902, see Figure 2. The ½d green wrappers are generally
found with Die 1 but when the die became badly worn it was replaced by Die 2, see Figure 8. Other
minor variations in stamp design exist but are not listed here.
Watermarks
With the exception of W1, all the pre‐1869/70 sheets supplied by De La Rue had a continuous
watermark along the top, binding edge of each sheet, see Figure 3. This has an ornate design with a
width of 55 mm that incorporated the letters `N S W’, although due to the guillotining process used to
produce individual wrappers the design is sometimes incomplete. As illustrated in Figure 4 and 5 this
results in four wrappers with a scroll watermark and four without. Figure 5 shows a change in lay‐out for
the earlier printings of the 1d Queen’s Head wrappers.
In 1869/70 an additional watermark, `ONE PENNY’ was added by De La Rue to the sheets supplied to the
printer, this was positioned so that it is found on each of the eight wrappers, see Figure 6. The `ONE
PENNY’ watermarked paper was also used for the ½d wrappers. The scroll plus ONE PENNY watermark
remained in use until paper was sourced from local suppliers in 1903.
The usual form of the ONE PENNY watermark when viewed from the front is with the NSW scroll at the
top although examples with the scroll at the bottom are frequently seen and examples with the paper
reversed are also known.
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The only exception to the scroll type of watermark was for a brief period in 1869 or 1870 when the De
La Rue paper was not available and locally available watermarked paper was used. This delightful
watermark features a kangaroo and emu and is of a large size with a maximum width of 105mm and
height of 93mm, see Figure 7. Individual wrappers only have a portion of the design and a few are
devoid of a watermark. To date no mint or used copies of this issue have been recorded and all known
examples have an inverted specimen overprint.
Wrappers Issued after the supply of paper from De La Rue ceased in 1903 are unwatermarked.
Positioning of the Stamp
In contrast to most types of NSW postal stationery the position of the stamp impression on the
wrappers varies. Those on the 1d Embossed and early issues of the Queen’s Head are positioned close
to the top centre of the wrapper, this is illustrated diagrammatically in Figures 4 and 5. The central
position continues with the early issues of the Queen’s Head with the ONE PENNY watermark and with
the stop‐gap 1870 Kangaroo and Emu watermark wrappers. The Centennial and all later issues of both
1d and ½d wrappers consistently have the impression close to the right‐hand margin.
Gum
After late 1892 all mint wrappers were gummed on the top edge.
Specimens
The specimen overprints used on the wrappers are illustrated below. The notation follows that
proposed by John Bell in 2007. These are prefixed with the letter `B’ as a tribute to his research in this
field. Some of the specimens were used solely for presentation purposes others were sent to the UPU in
Berne for distribution to UPU member nations. The ½d issue of 1892 was cancelled with NSW in a triple
oval and is known to have been sent to the UPU as `a specimen’.
OS Overprints
All wrappers overprinted OS are scarce are rarely listed in earlier catalogues. The first printing was in
August 1891 and their use officially finished on 1 January 1895. Wrappers without OS overprints but
with GR or OS/NSW perfins are known after that date.
Printed to Private Order (ptpo)
This service was first provided by the Government Printer in 1881 and continued until 1913. There are
no detailed published accounts for NSW private order wrappers but a background and illustrations are
given in the catalogue listing.
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CLASSIFICATION OF WRAPPERS
Embossed oval Queen’s Head
April 1864

W1. Deep rose, wove paper. No wmk.
W1a. 1d Deep Rose embossed stamp. Die 1 (see Fig.1), wove paper, Scroll only wmk. *
W1s. B5 Deep Rose Specimen. Wove paper, no wmk.
Wrappers on wove paper with Die 2 may exist but not yet recorded.
June 1864

Mint
200
150
150

Used

W2. 1d Rose embossed stamp. Die 2, (see Fig.1b) horizontally laid paper. Scroll only wmk.* 50
W2a. As above, but vertically laid paper
Rare
Wrappers on laid paper with Die 1 may exist but not yet reported.
Used copies with a decipherable date stamp have yet to be recorded
1d Queen’s Head
March 1865

W3. 1d Red, Queen’s Head. Horizontally laid paper. Scroll only wmk.*

20

40
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1d Queen’s Head
c1869/1870
Temporary issue, locally produced paper with change of watermark.

Mint Used
W4. 1d Red Queen’s Head, local laid paper, wmk. APCo. see Fig. 7,
W4s. As above. B2 Specimen, always diagonal and inverted.

No mint or used copies known
50

1d Queens’ Head
c1870

W5. Stamp at top centre. Horizontally laid paper. Wmk. Scroll/One Penny. #
W5a Later printings with the stamp closer to right margin.
W5s.a B4 Specimen, on 5a, date c1882, see above left.
W5s.b. B12 Specimen, on 5a, date c1888, see above right.

15
20
50
30

20
25
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1d Centennial
December 1888

W6. 1d Violet Centennial. Wmk. Scroll/One Penny. Horizontally laid paper #. No gum.
W6a c1892 Gummed top edge.
W6s.a B14 Specimen, August 1889. see above left.
W6s.b B19 Specimen, September 1889. see above right.

Mint
15
15
30
40

Used
20
20

½d Queen’s Head
January 1891

W7. `Half Penny’ overprinted on unissued 1d Grey Queen’s Head’
Mint
Horizontally laid paper. Wmk. Scroll/One Penny.#
20
After late 1892 all 1d wrappers thought to have gummed top edge.

Used
60
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March 1892

W8. ½d Grey Queen’s Head, new design. Horizontally laid paper. No gum.
Wmk. Scroll/One Penny.#
W8a. Gummed, from late 1892.
W8s.a. B19 August 1892, ungummed
W8s.b. B19 December, 1892, gummed
W8s.c.Specimen. For distribution to the UPU.

20

30

15
30
30
40

20

1d Shield
October 1897

W9. 1d Red Shield, Die 1 see Fig.2. Horizontally laid paper. Wmk. Scroll/One Penny.#

Mint
15

Used
20

15
40

20

½d Queen’s Head, colour change
January 1899

W10. ½d Blue‐Green Wmk. Horizontally laid paper. Wmk. Scroll/One Penny.#
W10s NSW obliterator. Handstamped for distribution to the UPU, ?1899.
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1d Shield
1902

W11. 1d Red Shield, Die 2 see Fig.2. Horizontally laid paper. Wmk. Scroll/One Penny.#
W11s. B23 Specimen.

15
30

20

May 1903

W12. 1d Red Shield Die 2. Buff paper, front glazed, wove. No wmk.

Mint
15

Used
20

15

20

½d Queen’s Head
May 1903

W13. ½d Green Queen’s Head Die I. Buff paper, front glazed, wove. No wmk.

*Sheet of 8, 4 wrappers with scroll wmk. See Figs. 4.
# Sheets of 8, 4 with scroll wmk., but each wrapper with `One Penny’ wmk. See Fig.6.
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W14. ½d Green Queen’s Head Die 2. Buff paper, front glazed, wove. No wmk.

15

20

Official Wrappers.
The first OS wrappers were printed in August 1891 and the last in October 1894, use of all OS
overprinted postal stationery ceased in 1895. Few mint or used examples are known. After that date
some government departments use wrappers with OS/NSW or GR perfins.
August 1891

WOS1. On 1d Centennial (on W6) gummed.

WO1a. OS inverted.

Less than 10 known

Only single mint copy known

200

Mint
600

300

Used
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WO2. ½d Grey Queen’s Head (W8) with OS overprint, only two used copies known.

400

Post 1895, use of OS overprints ceased

Mint
WOS3. 1d Red Shield Die 2 (On W12), Buff paper, no. wmk. Perfin GR.

Used
200

9

Mint Used

WOS4. ½d Green (on W13) with OS/NSW perfin.

200

W0S5. 1d Red Shield Die 2 (on W12), Buff paper, no. wmk. Perfin OS/NSW.

200
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Printed to Private Order (PTPO)
The Post Office first offered a PTPO service for wrappers in late 1881 and this continued until 1913. The
Post Office accepted the paper from the customer and printed this with the appropriate ½d or 1d stamp
impression as used on the normal post office issues. PTPO wrappers prior to 1903 can be distinguished
as they are all on unwatermarked paper. In some instances, the paper supplied was pre‐printed with
additional information such as the name and address of the business involved. The size of the PTPO
wrappers frequently differed, especially in width, to the Post Office issues as did type and colour of
paper. Some of the PTPO items were philatelically inspired, examples are the wrappers produced for the
National Sheepbreeders Association which are known printed on a wide range of highly coloured
papers. Later the Post Office prohibited the use of coloured paper for PTPO wrappers.
Prior to the introduction of the PTPO service commercial users sometimes added printed details to
wrappers purchased from the Post Office, these have the appropriate Post Office watermarks. An
example is known for the early wrappers with the Embossed Queen’s Head.
PTPO wrappers are associated with the following stamp impressions; W6, W8, WE9, W10, W11 W12 and
W13, these lack watermarks. The earliest ptpo wrapper seen is W6 ptpo postmarked 1889.
W6.ptpo Id Centennial
W8.ptpo ½d Queen’s Head, grey
W9.ptpo 1d Shield, Die 1
W10.ptpo ½d Queen’s Head, green
W11.ptpo 1d Shield, Die 2.
W12.ptpo 1d Shield, Die 2, buff paper
W13.ptpo ½d Queen’s Head, green, buff paper.
There is no published comprehensive listing of NSW PTPO wrappers. Large numbers were produced and
the price varies according to collecting interest of the purchaser. Those that incorporate names and
addresses etc. are especially sought after. The three examples below illustrate ptpo wrappers produced
for the National Sheepbreeders Association (W6.ptpo), an unnamed wrapper devoid of printing but with
a width much larger than of the Post Office wrappers (W8.ptpo) and a wrapper with name and address
of sender (W11.ptpo). Also a Holdsworth wrapper, see W10ptpo.a below) with two ½d green stamps,

W6 ptpo National Sheepbreeders Association of Australia,
philatelically inspired and known on a variety of coloured papers.
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W8.ptpo No printed information but with a width of 197mm.

W12.ptpo Printed address for Holdsworth , Macpherson & Co. Sydney.

W10ptpo.a Holdsworth wrapper with ½d + ½d, only known copy.
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Figures for Wrapper Catalogue

Figure 1. Die 1 and Die 2 for the Embossed Queen’s Head. Left Die 1 the lower star is directly above
the `T’ in `South’, right Die 2 the star is above the `UT’ in `South’.

Figure 2. The 1d Shield Dies 1 & 2, Die 2 has a complete pearl to left of the crown.

Figure 3. The scroll watermark along the binding edge of the paper supplied by De La Rue,
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Figure 4. Sheet lay‐out for the 1d Embossed wrappers. Note: only the top row has the scroll
watermark and the stamp is in the centre of the folded wrapper (from Bell, 2008).
Arrow indicates top of the Queen’s Head.

Figure 5. The initial sheet lay‐out for the 1d Queen’s Head (De La Rue) issue. Note: only the top row
has the scroll watermark and change in position of the stamp (from Bell, 2008).
Arrow indicates top of the Queen’s Head.
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Figure 6. Sheet lay‐out for the later issues to 1903 with scroll and ONE PENNY, also used for the ½d
wrappers. The stamp is sometimes to the right of the folded wrapper.
Arrow indicates top of the Queen’s Head.

Figure 7. The APCo. kangaroo plus emu watermark used for the stop‐gap issue of 1869/70, actual
width 105mm and height 93mm. Only a portion of this large watermark is found on single copies and
some have no watermark (from Bell, 2008).
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Figure 8. ½d green, die 1 and 2, arrows indicated `neck flaw’.
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